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REASONS FOR FILE REORGANIZATION 

• Organize the production (i.e. semi-final) data so that it can be found by 
someone other than the person who generated it. 

• Divide the data into smaller chunks (volumes) to make backups and 
rearranging on physical disks easier. 



HARDWARE 
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TOP LEVELS OF NEW DIRECTORY STRUCTURE 

hardison lab 
(reorg) 

fastq 

Fastq files divided 
by year 

genomes 

Sequence, indexes, 
gene files, other 

data used 
repeatedly. 

production 

More on next slide 
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lab 
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user for 

preliminary work. 



PRODUCTION production 

dnase histone 
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… 

input rnaseq 

G1E, … 

mm9, … 

tfchip 



QUESTIONS? 



HLAB DATABASE 

• Organize the metadata  
•  Keep track of what data came from which run and library 

•  What workflow was used and when 

•  Where the results are in the file system 

•  Where the results are displayed (browser) 

• Query interface to find data 



WHY WE NEED A DATABASE 
QUESTIONS THAT HAVE COME UP RECENTLY 

• Do you know which peaks were used in Swathi’s paper? Pilon et. al, 2011 

• Are there FPKMs for the Bodine RNA-seq? 

• Where is the H3K4me3 bigwig in G1E? 



TABLES One row per Run, library, build, 
workflow, and inputs used. 

Results from workflows that use 
several of the above samples 



id              INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, --Hardison ID
type            VARCHAR,
cell_line       VARCHAR REFERENCES cell_line(cell_line),
description     VARCHAR,
treatment       VARCHAR,
target          VARCHAR,
ind_id          SMALLINT references indexes(ind_id),
replicate       INTEGER,
date_of_lib     DATE,
primary_investigator    VARCHAR,
prep_by         VARCHAR,
bioanalyzer     DATE,
size_in_bp      INTEGER,
ab_name         VARCHAR,
ab_manufacture  VARCHAR,
ab_cat          VARCHAR,
ab_lot          VARCHAR,
publish_level   VARCHAR,
comments        VARCHAR

Library Run

run_id          INTEGER PRIMARY KEY,
date_ran        DATE,
label           VARCHAR,
folder          VARCHAR,
platform        VARCHAR,
seq_software    VARCHAR,
read_len        SMALLINT,
recipe          VARCHAR,
comments        VARCHAR

lane_samples

run_id          INTEGER references run(run_id),
id              INTEGER references library(id),
lane_num        SMALLINT,
CONSTRAINT uniq_samp UNIQUE (run_id, id, lane_num)

lane_stats

run_id          INTEGER references run(run_id),
lane_num        SMALLINT,
num_of_clusters INTEGER,
perc_pass_!lter        INTEGER,
q30             INTEGER,
gb              NUMERIC,
reads_pass_!lter       INTEGER,
comments        VARCHAR

sample 

sampid          INTEGER primary key,
id              INTEGER references library(id),
run_id          INTEGER references run(run_id),
assembly        VARCHAR,
description     VARCHAR,
num_reads       INTEGER,
num_mapped_reads        INTEGER,
work"ow        VARCHAR,
date_ran        DATE,
processed_by    VARCHAR,
!le_location   VARCHAR,
additional_!les        VARCHAR,
browser_track   VARCHAR,
comments        VARCHAR

multiSample

sampid          INTEGER primary key,
assembly        VARCHAR,
description     VARCHAR,
num_reads       INTEGER,
num_mapped_reads        INTEGER,
work"ow        VARCHAR,
date_ran        DATE,
processed_by    VARCHAR,
!le_location   VARCHAR,
additional_!les        VARCHAR,
browser_track   VARCHAR,
comments        VARCHAR

multiSampleLibs

multisampid             INTEGER,
subsampid               INTEGER

publications 

pubmed_id       INTEGER,
title           VARCHAR,
!rstAuth       VARCHAR

publication_samples 

pubmed_id       INTEGER,
sampid          INTEGER



QUERY PAGE 

• Still under construction 

• globin.bx.psu.edu/hlab 



QUESTIONS? 
ANY SUGGESTIONS? 

This presentation and other 
documentation can be found on the 
wiki.  wiki.bx.psu.edu/HLab:Main 

Thanks to Cheryl and Maria for the 
help with data entry, Cathy with 
help with the files, and the rest of 
the lab for help in finding the data. 



QUERY FORM 



HISTORY PAGE 






